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Veneers, Beads and Components
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This tutorial is step-out photographs only and is separated into two separate PDF's.
PDF 1 is dedicated to the creation of veneers.
PDF2 is using those veneers to create some awesome beads.
Be sure to read the contents page carefully so you know what's included.

LICENCE RESTRICTIONS
This tutorial is for your personal use only. You have paid to learn this
information for yourself.
Please do not share or copy any information in the PDF.
I would also ask this technique not be shown or demonstrated at any clay
retreats/events or within guilds. I know it’s incredibly tempting to share when
people ask, but the simple answer could be: I learnt this from Debbie’s
tutorial; perhaps you could visit her website and purchase this for yourself.
Thanks so much for your understanding.
To navigate this PDF simply type the page number you want into the search bar
and hit enter.
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TUTORIAL INTRODUCTION
Polymer Clay Veneers are such magical little artworks and sometimes working out
what to do with them be a tricky undertaking.
I normally break my veneers down into two categories - organic and non-organic.
Organic veneers are suitable for just about any project as they are easily manipulated
and look great when stretched, curved etc. Non-organic veneers, on the other hand, can
sometimes loose their charm when subjected to excess manipulation.
Choose your veneers carefully!!
I also avoid any sort of texture on a veneer to create a 3d piece. Getting a neat seam
with texture can prove to be tricky - I simply prefer to texture by hand after my piece is
made. It's all a personal choice.
You also need to work carefully when working with Pan Pastels, chalk pastels, mica
powder or any other type of powder. If you check out Page 21 (Mica and Paint
Silkscreen) I share a little tip I use to help eliminate the "mess" associated with
manipulating "powdered" veneers.
In my opinion, organic veneers are the way to go to create 3d pieces and there really
are so many veneer options it's not funny.
Ok let's get started!!!

TOOLS AND MATERIALS TO CREATE VENEERS
Pasta machine
Ceramic tile
Tissue blade
Acrylic rod
Baking paper
Acrylic sheet
Craft embossing gun
Lisa Pavelka foils and burnishing tool
Mica Powder
Firm bristled paintbrush
Face mask
Acrylic paint
Silkscreens
Texture stamps
Texture tools

Veneer 1: Organic Textured Veneer

Step 1: Choose two colours of clay (light and dark) plus black and white. Condition all and run
through the pasta machine on the thickest setting. Pop the white on your dark colour and the black on
your light colour and run each set through the pasta machine on the thickest setting.

Step 2: Now place both on top of each other so the black and white are on the outside. Run through
the pasta machine on the thickest setting and cut in half.

Step 3: Stack these two on top of each other marrying up the straight edges. Run this through the
pasta machine on the thickest setting, cut in half and stack. Repeat this step once more. You will
hardly be able to see the stripes in the clay.

Step 4: Cut a section from this sheet of clay. A smaller section of clay will be easier to texture and
shave. Use whatever texture tools you have on hand and create some texture in the clay. Shave
sections from the surface of the clay and keep the shavings safe - we can use these to create beads.

Step 5: Continue shaving the surface until you're happy with the finished piece.
Note: These decorative veneers work incredibly well as a covering for any type of bead, especially
those that will undergo manipulation as these pods do.

Try cutting a small section from the sheet of clay, adding texture then shaving the surface off in one
go!

Test some different texture tools to see what sort of looks you can achieve.

Play around with lots of different colour combinations.
Also try flipping your clay over and texturing then shaving the opposite side. The finished pieces will
be different colourways so it's always interesting to give this a try.

Veneer 2: Choppy CrackleVeneer

Step 1: Gather together some coloured clay plus add a little white and black into the mix. Chop
roughly and roll over with an acrylic rod. Fold in half and run through the pasta machine on the
thickest setting.

Step 2: Fold this in half and repeat two more times. Burnish some foils randomly to the surface.

Step 3: Continue burnishing foils (I use a scrap sheet so I get lots of random areas). Place this sheet of
clay onto a ceramic tile and hold in a position so you can see light shining on the surface of your clay.
It should be "wet" looking. Also if you touch the clay you can feel it is quite soft. Use an embossing
gun to heat the surface of the clay. Heat until you can see the clay turn "matt" looking. If you run your
fingers over the top it should be firm.
Note: it may take a little bit of practice to get it just right so maybe use a bit of scrap to start off with.
Stop when you think you've heated enough and run through the pasta machine on the thickest setting.
If the surface doesn't crack slightly, apply more heat but again, don't over do it. You can always add
more heat but if you cure too much to start off with you will end up cracking your clay too much.
If your clay does crack quite heavily you'll have problems wrapping this veneer around a bead core.
Running over with an acrylic rod may help but I would suggest it's simply better to undercure than
overcure.

Step 4: This is after one run through the pasta machine on the thickest setting. Now rotate this piece
90 degrees, reduce the pasta machine setting and run through again.

Step 5: Roll over with an acrylic rod to embed any pieces which may be pulling up from the surface
and finally run through the pasta machine on the 4th thickest setting.
This veneer is now ready to use and will be perfect for a range of different organic type pieces.

Try lots of different colour variations.

Veneer 3: Striped Veneer

Step 1: Choose a range of different coloured clay and condition. Run some through the thickest
setting on the pasta machine and create some a little thinner. Pop all 4 sheets on top of each other.
Cut in half and stack.

Step 2: Cut sections from this stack of clay and place onto a base sheet which has been run through
the pasta machine on a medium thin setting. Roll over with your acrylic rod to smooth.

Step 3: Run this through the pasta machine on the thickest setting. Don't rotate the clay, reduce the
setting on the pasta machine and run through again. Do this until you are on a medium thin setting on
the pasta machine.

Veneer 4: Variation on Stripes

Step 1: Create your stack as you did in the previous veneer example. Lengthen this by hand or by
rolling over with an acrylic rod.

Step 2: Cut in half, stack and lengthen again. Do this until your stripes are very thin. I'll show you
how I use these in my pod beads to create a unique effect.
I guess it's not really a veneer but I'm essentially slicing small sections and using these individually.

Veneer 5: Stamped Foiled Veneer

Step 1: Condition some clay and run through a medium thin setting on the pasta machine. Break off
sections and place on the workspace forming a rectangular shape. Alternate between light and dark
on top of each other.

Step 2: Place a sheet of thin black clay over the top, roll with your acrylic rod. Run this through the
pasta machine on the thickest setting, cut in half and stack. Do this once more. Run through the pasta
machine on the thickest setting to finish.

Step 3: Place some foils on top of the stack and burnish well to adhere. Rip off the foil paper quickly.
If some of the foils don't transfer, place the paper back down and repeat this process.

Step 4: Place a texture sheet on top then cover with an acrylic sheet and press down firmly. You want
a good impression in the clay.

Step 5: Shave sections off the top of the clay but don't go down too far. You want to retain the foils
which have been pressed into the recesses of the stamp.

Veneer 6: Mica Silkscreen

Step 1: Choose a silkscreen, condition some black clay and run through the pasta machine on the
thickest setting. Cover with baking paper and burnish the silkscreen to the clay.

Step 2: Pop on a mask, pick up some mica powder with a firm bristled paintbrush and brush over the
entire area of the silkscreen. Lift up one end then place down carefully. This will release particles of
mica stuck in the silkscreen. Brush over this section of the screen again to force more mica through.

Step 3: Repeat with the other side then brush over the entire piece again. Remove the silkscreen
carefully and pop to one side.

Step 4: Place some baking paper over the top and burnish well. This will embed some of those loose
mica particles well into the clay. Remove from your work surface with a tissue blade.

Step 5: Run this through the pasta machine on the thickest setting. Rotate your sheet of clay 90
degrees, reduce the setting by one and repeat. Do this two more times so your clay is run through a
medium thin setting on the pasta machine.
Note: Your clay design will enlarge slightly but the mica powder is now incredibly well embedded
into the clay and will handle manipulation for bead making. If you missed this step and simply
created a mica powder veneer on a thin sheet of clay you'll find loose mica particles and this can be
problematic when manipulating.

Veneer 7: Mica and Paint Silkscreen

Step 1: Create a mica powder silkscreen as per veneer 6. Position a silkscreen ontop and burnish
carefully.
Note: I used a dirty piece of baking paper on the veneer above left and you can see if has transferred
mica powder particles to this piece. I'm using it anyway but it's some thing to be very wary of.

Step 2: Place some white paint on on the edge of your screen and squeegy to pass the paint through.

Remove the screen and let the paint dry completely. This is now ready to use.
____________________________________________________________________________________________________________
You should now have a range of veneers which can be mixed and matched to create some luscious
beads and polymer components.
Now It's Time to Read Through PDF 2
_________________________________________________________________________________

